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his article has a three-fold purpose.

One aspect is quite simply to give 
something for the eye, to compare with the 
delight which a performance of early music 
gives to the ear.

A second is to enhance the everyday 
experience of dealing with early music:  
historically-aware music-making needs a 
historical note-picture.

The third is to inspire anyone who ever uses 
a pen - or even a computer - to create 
musical dots, by suggesting different ways of 
combining beauty with practicality: creating 
a page which attracts the eye, which creates 
the urge to realise the signs in sound, and 
which represents the thinking process which 
gave rise to the sounds of early music.

* ****************************************

here is a vast body of expertise 
surrounding early music these days: 

historical performance practice, the 
restoration of historical instruments and 
the building of new ones from historical 
models, knowledge about the conditions 
under which musicians lived and worked 
in earlier times, dance and costume - the 
study of all of 
these is well 
advanced.

And yet - what 
about the pieces 
of paper which 
most musicians 
read while they 
are playing and 
singing?

TTTTTTTT

BASIC IDEAS ABOUT WRITTEN NOTES

THREE-FOLD PURPOSE
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The visual world of today's player or singer 
of early music is usually characterised by the 
mechanical regularity, the vertical 
alignment, the 'barbaric' barlines, of a 
modern score. 

By contrast, the visual world of a musician 
in Renaissance times features a beautiful 
evenness tempered by human irregularity, a 
horizontal alignment, and a visually free 
representation of the passage of time - it is 
clearly understood and so does not need to 
be shown.  

The paper a modern musician sees usually 
represents the parts played by all the voices 
and instruments: the obvious advantage of 
this is a visual overview, but at an 
opportunity cost which usually passes 
unnoticed - the eye must first establish 

which is the relevant information for the 
player or singer, filtering out and discarding 
at least 75% of the information it is fed, and 
in addition it assumes the major part of a 
task for which it is remarkably unsuited, 
that of judging how to relate to one's 
fellows.

The paper a renaissance musician sees 
normally represents only his own voice, so 
that the 'overview' is aural: every mark on 
the page is intended for his notice, and it is 
his ear which judges how he should relate 
to his fellow musicians.

We may ask how close to a renaissance 
experience we can come, if the musician is 
thinking translated thoughts because he 
hasn't learnt how to 'think renaissance'.  
People say 'original notation is far too 
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esoteric, complicated, clumsy, inconsistent 
for today's musician to spend his time on':  
and this may fairly be said of music 
composed before c.1500, when music-
writing was largely the field of professionals.  
But during the 16th century the number of 
middle-class town dwellers rose 
enormously - people with a certain amount 
of leisure and an idea of making music to 
restore a weary spirit; and with it grew the 
demand for a music which was simpler to 
play and sing, a pedagogical approach which 
was more people-friendly, and a notation 
which was easier to read:  conditions not so 
unlike those of the later 20th century...

Sure, you can read Shakespeare's words 
typeset on a computer and printed with an 
electronic printing press, you can even get a 
translation into modern language - and this 

approach makes one kind of Shakespeare 
accessible to many who it wouldn't 
otherwise reach.  But perhaps we can 
recognise that this is a very different 
experience from reading his original words, 
either written by hand or printed with the 
techniques of his time. 

Of course we can't all play and sing from 
original renaissance manuscripts, not 
everyone can even travel to the different 
national museums and libraries to see 
them:  but to get hold of a facsimile reprint, 
to get pen and ink and make one's own 
transcripts with original sources as models - 
this can be a very real enhancement of life, 
and at many levels, too:  in practical music-
making, in understanding how someone 
thought and worked, in creating more 
beautiful surroundings to work in...
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hen there are the questions of what the 
different marks used in notating music 

actually mean, and how an understanding 
of earlier notation can illuminate the 
playing and singing and teaching of music:  
these are touched on elsewhere in this 
publication, and those who have access to a 
computer and the World-Wide Web can 
find more detail at the author's 'New 
Renaissance' web-site:

http://web.ibs.ee/newren

he lecture and exhibition which gave 
rise to this article presented a number of 

facsimiles, and a few originals, of both 
manuscripts and printed sources, which are 
of interest as works of art. They depend to a 
large extent on the use of colour, and to 
reproduce them here would both duplicate 
publications which already exist, and put the 
price out of the range of an everyday reader. 

So the article focuses instead on different 
ways musical signs can be written, how notes 
can be combined in groups, and then spaced, 
laid out on the page, and decorated.

The models used include handwriting on 
parchment and paper, printing from hand-
engraved plates, printing from woodcuts, 
and printing from pieces of type cast in 
metal.

TTTT TTTT

�
Details of sources and further references can be found at the end.
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hen a writer makes marks, what comes 
out depends very largely on the 

natural interaction between two elements,  a 
tool and a material: some traditions use a 
knife and a piece of wood, others a stylus on 
wax, or a chisel on stone. In some traditions 
a third element is involved, as when a brush 
transfers colour onto spun and woven silk, 
or onto dried and woven grass. 

Strange as it may sound, we're concerned 
here with what happens when a bird's 
feather is used to transfer 
colour onto a piece of stretched 
and dried animal skin.  

The skin is usually that of a 
cow or a pig - that of a calf 
works better, but is naturally 
more costly, since the farmer 

WWWW looses the value of the cow-which-would-
have-been.  

The chosen bird is a goose or a raven:  the 
chosen quill is the second or third from the 
front of the wing, and the tool is made 
stronger by stripping the feathers from it, 
later by baking it in hot sand.

The colour is mostly black, made by mixing 
soot, or the gall from the diseased seed of 
the oak tree, with wine which has been 
allowed to become sour.

At a certain point in time, people 
crush their old clothes together to 
make a pulp which is then spread 
thin and dried, and write on that:  
and later still they use trees 
instead of clothes.

TOOLS & MATERIALS
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And all of these characteristics have 
determined the forms of the musical 
notes which are used today.

The tip of the quill is first sharpened 
to a point;  then it is cut 
off blunt, 90¡ from the 
perpendicular, and the 

place where you 
make the cut 
determines how 
broad the tip is - 
the nearer the end, 
the narrower the 

tip, the further up the 
broader.  You then cut a 
perpendicular slit in the tip, so 
that when you increase the 
pressure between the tool and 

the material the tip becomes wider, as 

you release the pressure it becomes narrower.

The Latin name for quill,Ôpenna',  is used 
unchanged in some languages (Swedish 
ÔpennaÕ)  shortened in others (English 'pen'), 
translated in others (Estonian'sulepea'): yet 
others go to an older tradition, using Latin 
'stilus',  a pointed cutting tool (French, 
'stilo').

Quills do their job extraordinarily well, but they 
don't last specially long:  if you find them too much 
work, you can get similar effects using other tools, 
like a modern pen, a thick soft pencil, the body  
(rather than the tip) of a short piece of chalk, a 
felt-tip pen, a computer mouse.  But don't let yourself 
forget that these are  substitutes and that they don't 
take the place of the real thing.  Then we can value 
them for their own characteristics, and the results 
they give us, in their turn...
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f you then drag the tool in a horizontal 
straight line, and make it as long as the 

tip is broad, you get a square. Continue 
longer than that point, and you have a 
horizontal oblong; stop short of it, and 
you have a vertical oblong.  If you drag 
the tool in a vertical straight line, you 
have a line which is as thick as the tip 
of the pen. If you turn the pen 45¡ and 
drag diagonally, you get a diamond-
shape; drag diagonally without turning 
the pen, and you get a rhombus. And 
the various combinations of these, 

embellished with a stylish 
mastery of the pen, give us the 
basic elements of the notes 
used up to the early 1400s.

When paper started to be used instead of 
parchment, a problem arose:  the acid 
component of the ink began to eat away at 
the paper, leaving holes where there had 
been notes.  The solution was to use less ink,  
by making the notes empty - ÔvoidÕ - rather 
than full:  
this 
meant 
partly 
using a 
thinner 
nib, partly using the pen on its side.

If you write these shapes quickly, with 
strokes going downwards, itÕs rather 
natural that the second stroke - the top 
right and bottom right - become round 
rather than square:

IIII

SINGLE NOTES



ith fast-moving music some 
arrangement was gradually felt to be 

needed to help the eye find groups of notes 
quickly. The simplest way to show this was 
by spacing - members of the same group 
closer together, members of different groups 
further apart:
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And the next step is 
that the whole head 
of the note becomes 
rounded: and then 
rounded versions of 
the black notes were 
added, for the shorter 
values - although the 
square versions continued to be used, 
especially in print, until c.1700.

BeringerÕs tabella  
shows the 
relationships 
within the whole 
system, in  tempus 
sesquialtera , 3/2 
with white 
semibreves.

GROUPS OF NOTES

WWWW
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But as time when on and note pictures 
became more and more complicated, 
various ways of joining groups of short 
notes were used:



For the most part the signs for time 
were based on a classic ÔC-shapeÕ, to 
stand for the half-circle which 
theory demanded: though we may 
meet with an occasional flourish:

and it might 
sometimes be written 
to the side of the note system 
(stave), allowing for more 
notes per page:

uch more variation can be seen in the 
writing of the clef signs, from 

examples which are no more than the 
letters which they show, to others where the 
scribe seems to have been at pains to hide 
any connection with something as humble 
as a letter of the alphabet. AgricolaÕs chart 
gives us a clear point of departure:
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TIMES SIGNS & CLEFS
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While Conrad PaumanÕs tabulatura  and 
Maternus BeringerÕs tabelle  show the 
relationships between them:



hen drawing the note system by hand 
there is perhaps not a lot of scope for 

individual expression: the variables are how 
many of the lines to show at one time 
(between three and 11), how far apart to 
space them, and what colour - red was used 
to great effect well into the 18th century: 
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The custos  - the ÔguardianÕ which shows the 
height of the next note - could be anything 
from a simple tick to the more formal 
double-downstroke, finishing upwards:

Repeat marks were usually a double bar-line, 
full or half, sometimes with two pairs of 
dots, sometimes with four in a row, 
sometimes with none:

WWWW

SYSTEMA

When movable type began to be used, the 
system was printed separately first:

CUSTOS & REPETITIO



he use of illuminated capitals in 
musical documents is little different 
from their use in text documents:
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-  but the new technique was more costly 
than producing an illuminated manuscript, 
and later printers developed separate pieces 
of type to build up the system, with varying 
degrees of success:

TTTT

ILLUMINATED CAPITALS
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- although the musical signs give some 
special opportunities for integrating the 
capital with the page layout:

- or with the subject:
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Many of
these rich
treasures

have been
made

available at
affordable

prices by
publishers

like
Alamire
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Less elaborate decoration includes 
everything from a little curly squiggle as the 
writer finishes off a page -

to a full-blown labyrinth:

- from a simple frame 

- to a Òmarble sculptureÓ...

OTHER DECORATION
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inally, having taken in impressions of a 
wide variety of separate elements, itÕs 

perhaps most inspiring of all to look at how 
renaissance scribes used the space on the 
page:  to notice - in an era when everyone is 
his own desk-top publisher, paper is cheap, 
and web-space even cheaper - how seldom 
there is any wasted space on a renaissance 
page, and yet each is still free of any sense of 
crowding, clutter  or any kind of  stress.

Actually, I think this is a skill, or rather a 
subconscious awareness, which each of us 
has to a degree, and can develop yet further;  I 
never count notes or consciously measure 
the use of space in advance:  and yet, after 
reading the piece through a few times to 
begin with, nine times out of ten I reach the 
final notes just at the end of the paper. I 
usually ÔtimeÕ an egg by feeling when itÕs 
ready, too...

FFFF

USE OF SPACE
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